
LARKS HEAD KNOT

Exactly the same as the first half  of  the square knot!

This knot in repetition will  cause your knots to spiral
around the inner cords. When you’ve done about 5 knots,
adjust the spiral so your tie cords rotate. Start again with

the cord that is on the left.

(view online video for full demonstration)

2. Reach through the cord loop
from the back and pull your
cord ends through the loop.

Attach each cord
individually

1. Fold each cord in half, take
the middle of  the folded cord

and send it through your hoop
or over your dowel.

SQUARE KNOT

1. Start with the left cord
crossing over the middle cords

and under the right cord
to make a figure 4.

2. The right cord will  go
behind the middle cords

and up through the ‘4 hole’.
Pull it  all  the way through.

3. Slide the knot to the top,
tighten by pulling horizontally.

KEEP GOING to steps 4-6
(same steps but in reverse)

4. Complete the square knot
by doing the same steps

but starting with the right cord

5. The left cord will  go
behind the middle cords
and all the way through

the hole on the right.

6. Slide the knot to the top,
tighten by pulling horizontally.

ONE COMPLETE
SQUARE KNOT

WRAPPING KNOT

HALF SQUARE KNOT

You can count these
side bars to know
how many square

knots you’ve tied (3)

1. Start with the left cord
crossing over the middle cords

and under the right cord
to make a figure 4.

2. The right cord will  go
behind the middle cords

and up through the ‘4 hole’.
Pull it  all  the way through.

3. Take your tie cords and slide
the knot to the top, tighten

by pulling horizontally.

Start with a 2 inch ‘U’

Wrap the
long end

around
the bundleShort End

Pull end
through
the loop

PULL
UP

This tucks the
end into the wrap

(pull it  up halfway)

Cut
excess
cord.
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DIAGONAL CLOVE HITCH KNOT  (LEFT TO RIGHT)

Typical square knots are tied using 4 cords, for
alternating knots, use 2 cords from neighboring
knots above to tie a square knot underneath them.

The original inner cords of  neighboring knot
groups will  tie the knot around the original
outer cords, alternating back and forth.

ALTERNATING SQUARE KNOT

HORIZONTAL CLOVE HITCH KNOT

Knot Guide
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WWW.MOSSPOINTSNORTH.STORE
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Using an extra cord as the filler cord,
loop the working cord around the filler cord.

Make sure to pass it  from back to front through
the horizontal loop it makes below the filler cord.

Loop each cord
twice around the

filler cord.

Tighten and
adjust each

loop as you go.

Loop the working cord up over the filler cord.
Make sure to pass it  from back to front through

the loop it makes below the filler cord.

Lay the filler cord
diagonally over
the other cords.

Adjust the first loop
up to the top of  your

filler cord.

Loop each cord
twice around the

filler cord.

Tighten and
adjust each

loop as you go.

DIAGONAL CLOVE HITCH KNOT  (RIGHT TO LEFT)

Loop the working cord up over the filler cord.
Make sure to pass it  from back to front through

the loop it makes below the filler cord.

Lay the filler cord
diagonally over
the other cords.

Loop each cord
twice around the

filler cord.

Tighten and
adjust each

loop as you go.

Adjust the first loop
up to the top of  your

filler cord.

http://www.youtube.com/mosspointsnorth
http://www.instagram.com/moss.points.north
http://www.mosspointsnorth.store

